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BRIEF INTRODUCTION

• My own story so far
• What it looks like to work in Microsoft
• Interview with Microsoft
MY STORY

- Graduated 2012
- Products worked
  - Xbox, WP, Cortana, Win10
- Team joined
  - MS Speech
  - MS Bing Relevance and Intent
MY STORY

• Do Learn
• Do Specialize
• Be Passionate
• Be Creative
• Be Interesting
• Be Countable
WORKING IN MS

• Interdisciplinary
• Growth Opportunities
• Team Work
• Efficiency
• Resilience
• Work-Life Balance
• Review Resume
• 1st Round : Initial Assessments (one single interview)
  • College Campus Interviews
  • Recruiter Screens/Phone Interviews

• Final Round : Deeper Assessments with Team
  • 3-5 interviews in one day with various Engineers in Redmond
  • Microsoft covers all travel expenses and owns travel, hotel and transportation arrangements
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

• Technical Interview Questions
• Competency-based Interview Questions
  • Adaptability
  • Collaboration
  • Drive for Result
  • Planning, Organization and Executing
  • Technical Excellence
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